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Healing Arts
Dates: October 17 – January 2020
Gallery artists and invitees

Martinez Gallery is pleased to announce the exhibition Healing Arts.  
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The reality that we now confront is a health care system devastated by
an ongoing pandemic and years of organized neglect. In this context,
the Healing Arts initiative will create and provide empowering cultural
and art resources, services and programming. The main participants and
recipients of this initiative are communities and individuals on the Upper
West Side and Harlem.
The exhibition generates and inspires what can keep us together during
these trying times: the possibility of sharing and the priceless gift of
solidarity, and an opportunity to learn from these relationships and
exchanges. Something that will help us heal and survive with a common
purpose.
The exhibition represents a search for a visual understanding of the
contrasting realities that kids and adults are grappling with. It is as if there
is a disjunction between them; like a dysfunctional field divided into two
distinct and contrasting areas. Spontaneous drawings and expressions
by the kids take up the bottom of the walls. They are mostly full of color,
careless and happy. At times you may catch a glimpse of some incipient
influence of the graffiti they are experiencing in their neighborhoods.
The top is somewhat somber, although compelling; black writings and
tags almost devoid of the colorful brightness of the kids’ drawings. They
could be seen as the secure expression of adults. To SKUF—one of the
graffiti writers/artists participating in this generational encounter—the
exhibition “speaks as the adults permanently losing their colorful creativity
and accepting the monotony of adulthood; the fixed roles that society
implements. The programmed adult.  The colorful creative expressions
of the youth convey the innocence and the freedom of expression that is
growing at the root levels; the joy of indulging in creativity.”
The exhibition brings together those distinctive fields in the explosive
co-creation of kids and artists together on the windows of the space. In
collaboration, with freedom and spontaneity, they have found the space
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and energy they need together. In contrast to the indifference that our
commercial mainstream culture supports while ignoring the impoverishment
of the world, Healing Arts attests to a vigorous, proud culture of community
and hope, solidarity and equity, beyond the unidimensional domination of the
digital and the speculations of the art market.

